Effective Extraction of Absorbers in Scattered Medium by using Intensity Ratio of Time-Resolved Signal
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1. Introduction
Measurement of three-dimensional (3D) absorption distribution in a scattered medium is very useful for biomedical applications. Optical coherent tomography (OCT) is a very powerful tool, but the measurement depth is limited to a few mm due to the multiple scattering. Optical diffused tomography (ODT) is alternative method to measure the absorption distribution in deeper depth than that by OCT. In ODT, numerical way is applied to reconstruct a 3D absorption distribution. For successful reconstruction, it is important to develop a way to extract effectively the information of absorbers in output scattered light.

For 3D reconstruction of absorbers, we have presented a method to use output scattered light distributions in a measured object and a reference medium in artificial scattering media [1, 2]. The reference medium is an ideal scattering medium that has the same scattering coefficient distribution as the measured object [1]. Especially, it is effective to extract the absorber information by taking a ratio between the output scattered light distribution in the object medium and the reference medium [2].

In this work, we present a more effective method to extract the absorber information by using a temporal gate in the output scattered light. By using a temporal gate, ballistic or snake light can be detected. By taking the intensity ratio between temporally gated output scattered light distributions, numerical results showed that the reconstruction profile of the absorber is much improved.

2. Reconstruction of Absorbers in Scattering Medium
In this work, a homogeneous scattering medium is used. To calculate the transmitted scattered light, a time-dependent optical diffusion equation is numerically solved.

\[
\frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial \phi(x,z,t)}{\partial t} = D \nabla^2 \phi(x,z,t) - \mu_a(x,z)\phi(x,z,t)
\] (1)

In Eq. (1), \(\phi\) is fluence rate, \(D=(3\mu)\) is the diffusion coefficient distribution, \(\mu_a\) is the absorption distribution, and \(c\) is speed of light. By applying a time-gate in Eq. (1), the detected signal is described by

\[
I(x,z_0) = \int_0^{t} \phi(x,z_0) dt,
\] (2)

where \(z_0\) and \(t_0\) are output depth position and accumulated time, respectively. We calculate the ratio of signals with and without absorbers. Numerical parameters are presented in Table 1. From the result, the peak propagation of the signal caused by the absorber is in line. This characteristic is good for the numerical reconstruction using backprojection method. Figure 1 shows examples of the reconstructed absorber when the accumulated time is 600 ps or 100 ps. From the results, it is better to use the short accumulated time of 100 ps.

![Fig. 1 Reconstructed absorption distributions when output scattered light is accumulated until (a) 600 ps and (b) 100 ps.](image)

3. Conclusions
The combination of a ratio of output scattered light distributions with and without absorber and a temporal gate in the scattered light is effective to reconstruct successfully the absorber.
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